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Note: Attempt all the five questions. One question
from each unit is compulsory. All questions
carry equal marks.
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1. 
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"Where Book - keeping ends accountancy begins and
when accountancy ends auditing begins". Explain this
statement.

/OR




What is Audit - Programme? What steps would you
take before commencing the actual work of audit of a
business?
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2. 


What is internal control? Differentiate between inter-
nal control and internal check.

/OR




"Vouching is the backbone of Auditing" Explain. What
point should be taken into consideration while adopt-
ing the technique of Vouching".
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3.          



What is divisible profit? What are the provisions made
by the Companies Act in respect of distribution of
dividend? Explain Auditor's duties in this regard.

/OR




Describe various issues involved during audit of ac-
counts in case of a Banking company.
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4. 


Distinguish between investigation and Auditing?
Discuss the process of investigation in detail.

/OR
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What is valuation? Explain the significance of verifi-
cation and valuation of assets. Discuss the duties of
an auditor as regard to valuation of stock.

5/Unit - 5

5. 


What is Cost Audit? How does it differ from a Finan-
cial Audit? Describe the objects and advantages of
Cost Audit.

/OR







Write short notes-

1. Management Audit

2. Tax Audit


